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The Equal Education Law Centre (EELC) uses legal advocacy, research, and litigation to advance the struggle for equal 
and quality education in South Africa. The EELC Education Monitoring Brief is a digital newsletter highlighting key legal 
and policy developments in education. 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT:   
CALL FOR PUBLIC COMMENTS 
ON THE AMENDMENTS TO THE 

REGULATIONS RELATING TO 
MINIMUM UNIFORM NORMS 

AND STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC 
SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE 

 On 10 June 2022, the Department of Basic Education (DBE) issued an 
invitation for public comments on the amendments to the Minimum Uniform 
Norms and Standards for Public School Infrastructure (the “Norms”). The 
publication of the draft amended Norms comes on the back of a long 
campaign run by Equal Education (EE), which culminated in a court judgment 
that compelled the DBE to make certain amendments to the Norms and 
confirmed the critical importance of these Regulations to ensure the right 

IMPORTANT ALERT
Still time to have your say:  

The parliamentary Portfolio Committee  
on Basic Education held a special meeting 

on 28 June to consider the way forward  
regarding the BELA Bill process.  

They resolved to extend the deadline for 
public comment to 15th August 2022.  

See more below.
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to access basic education. The Equal Education Law Centre (EELC) and EE have issued a joint statement to the DBE 
highlighting various issues with the call for public comments including the fact that the deadline for submissions is 
10 July 2022. According to the EELC and EE, this is far too little time for school communities to properly engage 
with the amendments and participate in the submission process. Added to this, the draft amendments document is 
written in a way that is difficult to understand, which makes it difficult for learners, parents, and teachers to give their 
crucial feedback. 

In terms of the proposed amendments, the EELC and EE have also noted with concern the removal of the deadlines 
by when the government must eliminate pit latrines and provide basics such as water, electricity, classrooms, fences, 
and libraries in schools. Without deadlines that are written into law, learners and teachers could be waiting another 
10 or 20 years for their schools to be fixed! Without the legally binding deadlines, we are concerned that learners, 
teachers and parents will not be able to hold the education departments accountable to fulfil their legal and moral 
duty.

In addition to the above, the EELC and EE are also concerned that, on an immediate reading of the draft amended 
Norms, it seems as though all accountability and monitoring measures that were previously used to hold the DBE and 
provincial education departments accountable have been removed. Access the EELC and EE’s joint statement here 
and the call for submission here.

Minimum Uniform Norms and Standards for  
Public School Infrastructure

The Norms and Standards for School Infrastructure were published on 29 November 2013 and set 
out the minimum requirements for school infrastructure and facilities in public schools in South 
Africa. The Norms and Standards set deadlines for the government to provide infrastructure and 
sanitation to all public schools as follows: 

• By 29 November 2016, all structures in schools made from mud, asbestos, metal, or wood should have 
been replaced. All schools were to have access to water, electricity and toilets and not pit latrines.  
This deadline has passed, and most schools have still not received the upgrades that the Norms and Standards 
required.  The implication is that backlogs are inevitable. 

• By 29 November 2020, all schools should have had an adequate supply of electricity, water, and sanitation, as 
well as electronic connectivity and fences. Yet again, the government missed this deadline. 

• By 29 November 2023, libraries and laboratories should be provided for all schools. Judging from the fact that 
the government has missed the first and second deadlines, and the current appalling state of some of the schools 
in the country, it is doubtful that providing libraries and laboratories for all schools by November 2023 will be 
achieved. 

• By 29 November 2030, all other norms requirements such as school halls, sports fields, walkways, and parking 
lots must be provided. Given that some schools are still made of mud, metals, wood, and asbestos eight years 
from the publication of the Norms and Standards, there is little hope that school halls, sport fields, walkways and 
parking lots will be made available in 2030, eight years from now. Access the school infrastructural norms here.

CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS JOIN VOICES IN A STATEMENT ISSUED ON THE BELA-BILL 
On 15 June 2022, EE, EELC, SECTION27, Centre for Child Law, Children’s Institute, and Legal Resources Centre, 
issued a joint statement ahead of written submissions made on the Basic Education Law Amendment Bill (2022 
BELA Bill) to the Basic Education Portfolio Committee in Parliament. The 2022 BELA Bill provides a crucial 
opportunity for civil society and communities to contribute to shaping the laws which will apply to schooling in 
South Africa for the foreseeable future. 

Among others, the collective identified four key issues that the 2022 BELA Bill needs to address: the requirement 
of certain documents for school admission, the introduction of fines or imprisonment of parents or caregivers for 
submitting false or misleading information; the criminalisation of anyone, including parents or caregivers, who 
prevent their children from attending school; the introduction of the limited sale of alcohol at school functions 
and the need for intergovernmental committees to reduce the number of learners dropping out of school. Read 
the joint statement here and access the EELC and EE’s full submission here.

https://eelawcentre.org.za/joint-statement-school-infrastructure-law/
https://equaleducation.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/DBE-proposed-amendments-to-Norms-and-Standards-June-2022.pdf
https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201409/37081rg10067gon920.pdf
https://eelawcentre.org.za/bela-bill-joint-media-statement/
https://eelawcentre.org.za/eelc-ee-submission_draft-bela-bill-2022_final-1-pdf/


LITIGATION UPDATES

TRIUMPH FOR LEARNERS AND PARENTS AS JUDGE SETS DEADLINE FOR WESTERN CAPE EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT TO FIND SCHOOLS FOR SEVEN LEARNERS AND OTHER SIMILARLY PLACED LEARNERS.

On 3 June 2022, the Cape Town High Court delivered a written ruling giving the Western Cape Education Department 
(WCED) five days to place seven learners who had not secured school placement since the beginning of the 2022 
academic year. The EELC, acting on behalf of seven families, launched litigation against the WCED and the Metro East 
Education officials for failing to find schools for the seven learners who resided in Khayelitsha and its surrounding 
areas. Read the order here. The WCED was obligated in terms of the order to advertise for other unplaced learners to 
come forward and in order to be assisted to find placement for 2022. The matter followed a concerning trend within 
the Metro East district, which the EELC became aware of through our walk-in clinic, where officials from the Metro 
East Education district were sending parents away and refusing to assist them to secure placement for 2022 despite 
their statutory duty to do so.

Each year the EELC receives an ever-increasing number of unplaced learner enquiries through its law clinic. In light 
of this the application also comprises a Part B, which seeks to obtain systemic relief and will be heard in November.  
Part B of the application seeks declarators and aims to review the failure of the officials to place the learners and of 
the WCED to ensure that there are sufficient schools places for all learners in the province. 

                    

ECD UPDATE

ECD STIMULUS RELIEF FUND PAYMENT STILL OUTSTANDING AFTER TWO YEARS

On 23 June 2023, The SA Congress for ECD organised a silent protest which was held outside the Foundation for 
Community Works (FCW) building. ECD centre owners and practitioners protested for the payment of outstanding 
economic stimulus relief funds which had been promised by the President in 2020 to mitigate against the hardships 
caused due to the closure of centres during COVID lockdowns. According to the FCW’s director Riedewhaan Allie, 
“challenging” applications processes have caused several delays in the pay-out. Read more here.

The EELC has repeatedly attempted to engage with the Department of Social Development to advocate for the 
payment of funds to all eligible practitioners without further delays. 
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FROM THE PARLIAMENTARY MONITORING DESK 

PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION MEETS TO DISCUSS 
BELA SUBMISSIONS

On 28th June the PC on Basic Education held a special meeting to consider postponing 
the date for written submissions on the BELA Bill and to determine the way forward 
with processing, summarising and collating the written submissions received. 17 900 
submissions were received prior to the deadline on 15th June. The PC resolved to 
extend the submission deadline to 15th August and that any late submissions from 
the previous deadline would be considered. Once all submissions are received the 
committee will begin the work of collating them and make plans for oral submissions. 

Submissions can be made to Mr Llewellyn Brown, the Committee Secretary, via email: belabill02@parliament.gov.za 
or online at https://forms.gle/MoC6AdbdQyYPk3Y49 or via WhatsApp: +27 60 550 9848

https://www.groundup.org.za/media/uploads/documents/court_order_03june2022__redacted.pdf
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/two-years-later-over-a-thousand-creches-still-have-not-been-paid-covid-relief-funds/
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Third Floor Isivivana Centre, 8 Mzala Street, Khayelitsha, Cape Town

021 461 1421 / 0800 110 752

info@eelawcentre.org.za

The Equal Education Law Centre (EELC) uses legal advocacy, research, and  
litigation to advance the struggle for equal and quality education in South Africa. 

www.eelawcentre.org.za

DEPARTMENT OF BASIC EDUCATION BRIEFS PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION ON 
ITS FOURTH QUARTER REPORT 2021/22

On 14 June 2022, the DBE briefed the Portfolio Committee on Basic Education on its fourth quarterly report. The 
fourth quarter included the announcement of 2022 matric results and the full-time return to school for all learners. 
The Deputy Minister for Basic Education, Reginah Mhaule, remarked that the return to normal time tabling presented 
challenges such as overcrowding in classrooms. Access a summary of the meeting here.

QUESTIONS TO THE MINISTER OF BASIC EDUCATION
 
Regarding mother tongue languages in schools and learning loses due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Minister of 
Basic Education responded to questions from the Portfolio Committee Members in June 2022. In particular, questions 
related to the department’s plan to develop isiXhosa as a medium of instruction and the steps taken to develop 
languages other than English or Afrikaans so that they can adequately be implemented as a medium of instruction 
in schools. In relation to COVID learning losses, the Minister was asked whether the DBE knows the amount of school 
time that has been missed as a direct and/or indirect result of the pandemic and the measures that have been put in 
place to make up for lost time and their effectiveness. Read the Minister’s replies here. 

https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/35208/?via=homepage-feature-card
https://pmg.org.za/question_replies/3/?filter%5Byear%5D=2022&filter%5Bminister%5D=
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